UNDER THE BONNET

IVOR SEARLE
CONTINUES TO
EXPAND ENGINE
RANGE
eeping up-to-date
with the latest
automotive trends and
technology is essential
for independent
garages looking to sustain and grow
their business in today’s competitive
servicing, maintainence and repair
market.
With this in mind, leading engine
remanufacturer Ivor Searle, constantly
monitors demand for specific engine
types and new introductions to ensure
its extensive range is always current to
help garages to secure business when it
comes to replacing major units.
Costing up to 40% less than OE,
Ivor Searle’s all makes range of
remanufactured petrol and diesel engines
for cars and light commercial vehicles
aims to reflect the latest trends in the
UK’s vehicle parc, helping workshops to
compete without compromising on quality,
warranty protection or customer service.
Ford’s 1.5 TDCi diesel engine fitted to
the popular Transit Connect compact
panel van from September 2013 onwards
is the latest addition to the Ivor Searle
remanufactured LCV engine range.
While it is more economical to source
a remanufactured product, quality is
key when choosing a supplier, as the
process of remanufacturing an engine
or component back to OEM standard
is complex and demands significant
investment, in-depth technical expertise
and rigorous inspection procedures.
Every Ivor Searle remanufactured
engine conforms to BSI AU 257:2002,
the British Standard Automobile Series
Code of Practice that applies to the
remanufacturing of internal combustion
engines.
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“Ivor Searle’s all
makes range of
remanufactured
petrol and diesel
engines for
cars and light
commercial
vehicles aims to
reflect the latest
trends in the UK’s
vehicle parc.”
For peace of mind, all Ivor Searle engines
are covered by a 12-month unlimited
mileage parts and labour warranty. In
addition, Ivor Searle holds comprehensive
stocks to ensure first class customer
service and minimum vehicle downtime
and also provides free next day UK
mainland delivery for stock items ordered
before 3.30pm.
Ivor Searle has an extensive distributor
network across Scotland, so no matter
where you are, you’re never far away
from a quality Ivor Searle product.
For more information: 01353 720531 or
www.ivorsearle.co.uk

